Model and Installation
The engine was installed in the CHSTF test cabin as illustrated in figure 6 . The engine and force balance were mounted at the top of the test cabin through a series of attachments as shown.
Initially the forebody leading edge of the engine was positioned 2.0 inches below the upper wall of the nozzle at the exit plane (Yle = 2.0 in.). This position was chosen to match the engine position for the majority of the runs from the AHSTF tests. As shown in figure 6 , the DFX engine incorporates a cowlthatrotates abouta pointnear the cowl leadingedge,allowingthe contraction ratioto be reducedto allowthe engineto start. Figure6 showsthe cowlopenat the 12°position as was used during the AHSTF tests. As discussed in the ResultsandDiscussion section, it was foundthat this angle could be reduced significantly whilestillenabling theengine to start. 21 ). The air ejector is no longer used and will be removed.
The strongest shock from the engine originates from the leading edge of the engine cowl. The resulting two-dimensional shock pattern is illustrated in figure 22 for the original catch cone configuration.
A new shroud is being designed to replace the original catch cone ( fig. 23) . This shroud will be aerodynamically tailored to reduce the shock losses and will also have rectangular, as opposed to circular cross sections, consistent with the engine exterior geometry. This shroud will attach to a square-to-round contraction section that will fit into the transition section, as Tests will then be conducted with the engine lowered into the core flow at Yie = 2.0 in. 
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